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Abstract

A multiobjective optimization procedure is employed to retrieve the viscoelatic parameters of silica aerogel clamped
plates. This retrieval method preserves the aerogel sample integrity and, in contrast to the existing ones, relies on the
minimization of two different cost functions. The first one, namely J1, is related to the reflective properties of clamped
plates backed by a rigid cavity, while the second one, namely J2, concerns both the reflectance and transmittance
spectra measured in transmission configuration. The recovered parameters are in agreement with previously reported
values in the literature. In addition, they are also supported by designing structures for perfect absorption (100 % of
absorption), which has been validated experimentally. Aerogel plates can be therefore used as innovative building
units of artificial structures for the broadband absorption of sound.
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1. Introduction1

Silica aerogels have been mainly developed for ther-2

mal and acoustic insulation purposes [1, 2]. Therefore,3

their manufacturing process has been widely studied to4

improve their bulk properties and they present an ex-5

tremely low density [3], an ultra low thermal conduc-6

tivity [4], and a subsonic sound velocity [5, 6]. The ex-7

tremely low static density is directly related to their high8

porosities. The frame of silica aerogel effectively con-9

sists of an assembly of connected small cross-sections10

beam-like elements resulting from fused nanoparticles.11

This particular assembly additionally provides silica12

aerogel a very low elastic stiffness when compared to13

rigid silica structure of identical porosity [6]. Silica14

aerogels are then nanoporous lightweight materials [2].15

Beyond these soft bulk material properties, silica aero-16

gel plates or membranes are excellent candidates to de-17

sign original acoustic metamaterials, because they ex-18

hibit subwavelength resonances and present efficient ab-19

sorption capabilities [7].20

Recently, membrane-type metamaterials have shown21

an increasing interest to control acoustic waves. While22

a single membrane presents negative mass density [8]23

as well as may be used as a perfect subwavelength ab-24

sorber [9, 10], the periodic arrangement of plates com-25

bined with other kind of resonators presents single and26

double negativity [11]. More recently, periodic arrange-27

ment of clamped plates has been used to control the har-28

monic generation [12] and the solitary wave generation29

in the nonlinear acoustic regime [13].30

The characterization of the elastic properties of the31

silica aerogel plates is therefore primordial to design ef-32

ficient aerogel-based acoustic metamaterials. Two types33

of test have been yet proposed to characterize their elas-34

tic properties: mechanical destructive tests and ultra-35

sonic non-destructive tests. On the one hand, Woignier36

et al. [14, 15, 16] used 3-point bending and uniax-37

ial compression while Haj-Ali et al. [17] used digital38

image correlation technique to determine the mecanical39

behavior of aerogel. On the other hand, ultrasonic tests40
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Figure 1: Reflection and transmission configurations and experimental set-up. (a) acoustic reflection configuration to determine reflection coeffi-
cient from the evaluated pressure P1, P2. (b) acoustic transmission problem to assess reflection and transmission coefficients from the pressures
P1, P2, P3, P4. (c) Acoustic impedance tube mounted for the experimental characterization of the transmission problem. (d) Photograph of a
Silica aerogel plate with thickness e = 1.1 cm and radius r = 1.5 cm.

[5, 6, 18, 19] provide acoustic properties but are limited41

in terms of frequencies and by definition do not provide42

information in the audible regime.43

This work aims at providing the viscoelastic prop-44

erties of silica aerogel plates in the audible frequency45

range thanks to a novel signal processing method based46

on usual impedance tube measurements which have the47

advantage to preserve the sample integrity. The silica48

aerogel, being nanoporous, can be approximated by a49

viscoelastic material in this low frequency regime; i.e.50

in the audible frequency range. In this work we also51

show that clamped plates of silica aerogel can be used52

to design ultralight acoustic metamaterials for the per-53

fect absorption of sound.54

The article is divided in four Sections. In Section 2,55

the proposed method to retrieve the elastic properties56

is presented. A genetic optimization algorithm is used57

with two objective (or cost) functions to estimate Young58

modulus, loss factor, Poisson’s ratio and mass density of59

the sample. The two objective functions arise from two60

complementary acoustic configurations: the reflection61

problem, where the aerogel membrane is backed with62

a rigid cavity, and the transmission problem. Section 363

make use of the recovered parameters to derive the per-64

fect absorption (PA) condition [9, 20] (i.e. α = 1, where65

α is the acoustic absorption) when the silica-aerogel66

plate is backed by a rigid cavity of a specific length.67

By varying the cavity length from 0.5 cm to 6.5 cm, the68

positions of both zeros and poles of the reflection coef-69

ficients are studied in the complex frequency domain.70

Section 4 provides the concluding remarks and com-71

ments.72

2. Acoustic characterization of the silica aerogel73

plate mechanical properties74

The characterization of the viscoelastic properties of75

the silica aerogel plate is based on the analysis of data76

acquired in the two configurations shown in Fig. 1. In77

the first one, depicted in Fig. 1(a), the reflection coef-78

ficient of the aerogel plate when rigidly backed with an79

air cavity is measured. In the second one, depicted in80

Fig. 1(b), both the reflection and transmission coeffi-81

cients of the aerogel plate in a transmission problem are82

measured. In addition, Fig. 1(c) shows a photograph of83

the experimental setup used for the characterization.84

In this Section, we present the retrieval procedure85

which consists in minimizing the difference between the86

experimental and the theoretical coefficients.87

2.1. Direct modeling88

Assuming a Kirchhoff-Love plate [21], the transverse89

displacement ws satisfies the equation of motion90

D∇4ws + eρ
∂2ws

∂t2 = 0, (1)91

where e is the plate thickness, ρ is the plate density92

and D is the flexural rigidity. D =
Ee3

12
(
1 − ν2) , where93

E is the Young modulus and ν is the Poisson coeffi-94

cient. Considering the temporal convention eiωt, with95
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ω the angular frequency, the silica aerogel viscoelas-96

tic behavior implies a complex Young modulus of the97

form E = Er(1 + iηω), where Er is the real part of the98

Young modulus and η is the loss factor. Assuming a99

sub-wavelength regime, the silica aerogel disk is con-100

sidered as a punctual resonant element. The acoustic101

impedance Zp of a clamped circular cross-section plate102

was derived [7] and takes the form,103

Zp =
−iωρe

S
I1(kpr)J0(kpr) + J1(kpr)I0(kpr)
I1(kpr)J2(kpr) − J1(kpr)I2(kpr)

, (2)104

where S = πr2 is the cross-section surface of the plate,105

Jn and In are the regular and modified Bessel functions106

of the first kind of order n ∈ {0, 1, 2} and k2
p = ω

√
ρe/D107

is the plate wavenumber.108

In the impedance tube, the aerogel clamped plate109

acoustically behaves as a point resonator mounted in110

series, implying sound velocity continuity and pressure111

discontinuity. Therefore, the clamped plate can be rep-112

resented by a matrix Mp when using the transfer matrix113

method, [22] which reads as114 [
Mp

]
=

[
Mp11 Mp12
Mp21 Mp22

]
=

[
1 Zp

0 1

]
. (3)115

The reflection and transmission coefficients for this116

symmetric and reciprocal transmission problem are then117

directly obtained from the elements of Mp as, [22]118

T =
2eikL

Mp11 + Mp12/Zt + Zt Mp21 + Mp22
, (4)

R =
Mp11 + Mp12/Zt − Zt Mp21 − Mp22

Mp11 + Mp12/Zt + Zt Mp21 + Mp22
, (5)

where Zt = ρtct/S is the impedance of the surround-119

ing medium, i.e. in our case the effective fluid occupy-120

ing in the impedance tube, S is the characteristic cross-121

sectional area of the tube, k is the wavenumber in the122

air and L is the length of the sample, in our case L = e.123

Viscous and thermal losses are effectively accounted for124

in the tube thanks to the formulae provided by Stinson125

[23].126

The aerogel plate system being symmetric and recip-127

rocal, the modeled coefficients in the transmission prob-128

lem are given by,129

T t
mod =

2
2 + Zp/Zt

,

Rt
mod =

Zp/Zt

2 + Zp/Zt
.

(6)130

In the reflection problem, the system is composed of131

an aerogel plate in front of a closed cavity. In this case,132

the transfer matrix method reads as,133 [
P
V

]
x=0

=
[
Mp

]
[Mc]

[
P
0

]
x=Lgap

, (7)134

with the propagation matrix Mc given by135

[Mc] =

[
cos(ktLgap) iZt sin(ktLgap)

i sin(ktLgap)/Zt cos(ktLgap)

]
, (8)136

where kt is the wavenumber in the closed cavity (ac-137

counting for viscothermal losses) and Lgap is the cavity138

length. The reflection coefficient is thus,139

Rr
mod =

Zsyst − Zt

Zsyst + Zt
, (9)140

where Zsyst = Px=0/Vx=0 is the system impedance.141

2.2. Measurements of the reflection and transmission142

coefficients143

The reflection and transmission coefficients in each144

configuration are measured following the recovery of145

the scattering matrix elements as explained for exam-146

ple in Ref. [24]. In the reflection configuration, the147

two acoustic pressures, P1 and P2, are measured by the148

two microphones located upstream from the material to149

extract the frequency dependent experimental reflection150

coefficient Rr
exp( f ) (where f is the frequency). In the151

transmission problem, Fig. 1(b), the four acoustic pres-152

sures, P1, P2, P3, and P4, are measured by a pair of mi-153

crophones located upstream and downstream from the154

material to obtain the experimental reflection and trans-155

mission coefficients Rt
exp( f ) and T t

exp( f ) assuming the156

sample is symmetric.157

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1(c). The158

diameter of the impedance tube is dt = 3 cm. The ex-159

perimental data are acquired with an excitation of 3000160

sine functions equally spaced between 20 Hz and 6000161

Hz. Four 1/4 inch microphones are flush mounted, con-162

nected to a spectral analyser and measure the acoustic163

pressure. Each measurement is averaged 30 times to164

obtain the transfert function between the microphones.165

The aerogel samples are presented in Fig. 1(d).166

2.3. Retrieval procedure: Multiobjective optimization167

Decisions on optimal design in many scientific or en-168

gineering areas require a compromise between different169

objectives (or cost functions). It is therefore natural to170

look for the best solution to each of these cost functions.171

However, an improvement in one of the cost function172

can lead to a deterioration in the other ones if some cost173

functions are conflicting with the other. The absence of174

3
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Figure 2: (a) Pareto front of the two objective functions J1 and J2. Big blue (red) [green] circle in (a) represents the Point 1 {2} [3] in Table
1. The reconstructed reflection and transmission coefficients for the transmission problem for this solution are shown in (b) {(d)} [(f)] while the
reconstructed reflection coefficient for the reflection problem is shown in (c) {(e)} [(g)]. Full lines represent the theoretical coefficients while dotted
lines represents experimental results.

a single optimal solution is effectively a difficulty. Mul-175

tiobjective optimization problems enable to avoid this176

issue. The optimal solution consists in a set Θp named177

Pareto set [25]. The main characteristic of this set is178

that none of these elements are better than the others for179

some of the objectives. This means that all solutions are180

optimal in some sense.181

In this Section we define the cost functions that are182

minimized by the multiobjective algorithm to retrieve183

the viscoelastic parameters of the aerogel plates, as well184

as the criteria chosen to identify the best solution and185

analyze the Pareto set. For the optimization problem,186

our approach is based on the use of evolutionary al-187

gorithms, which enable the simultaneous generation of188

several elements of the Pareto set in parallel and in a sin-189

gle run. Among these evolutionary algorithms, genetic190

algorithms, which are inspired by biological evolution191

(crossover, mutation, recombination and selection), are192

used [26]. The individuals of the genetic algorithm are193

coded by chromosomes of the form, (ρ, ν, Er, η). An194

initial population (a set of possible solutions) evolves195

by applying genetic operators that combine the charac-196

teristics of some of the individuals of the population.197

At each iteration, the population changes and adapts to198

converge to the optimal solution Θp.199

2.3.1. The cost functions200

To retrieve the viscoelastic properties of the aerogel201

plate, two cost functions are defined. The two objective202

functions J1 (transmission problem) and J2 (reflection203

problem) are composed of the L2 norms of the differ-204

ences between the experimental and theoretical acoustic205

reflection and transmission coefficients over a range of206

frequencies centered on the resonance frequency system207

considered,208

J1 =

f2∑
f = f1

‖Rt
exp( f ) − Rt

mod (ρ, ν, E, η, f ) ‖2

+

f2∑
f = f1

‖T t
exp( f ) − T t

mod (ρ, ν, E, η, f ) ‖2, (10)

J2 =

f2∑
f = f1

‖Rr
exp( f ) − Rr

mod (ρ, ν, E, η, f ) ‖2, (11)

where Rt
exp,T

t
exp (Rt

mod,T
t
mod) are the experimental (re-209

spectively modeled) reflection and transmission coeffi-210

cients in the transmission problem, and Rr
exp (Rr

mod) is211

the experimental (respectively modeled) reflection co-212

efficient in the reflection problem. In the summations213

f1 = 1124 Hz and f2 = 2324 Hz. Each experimen-214

tal coefficients were measured several times to check215
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the measurement repeatability. The mechanical prop-216

erties of the silica aerogel plate being independent of217

the length of the backing cavity, we chose without loss218

of generality and for convenience of our experimental219

setup, the gap thickness Lgap = 0.5 cm for the reflection220

problem [see Fig. 1(a)].221

2.3.2. Solutions: Pareto front222

Figure 2(a) shows the Pareto fronts of optimization223

procedure results. Each open circle in the Pareto front224

represents a solution with a different set of parame-225

ters {ρ, ν, Er, η}. The position of the solution in the226

Pareto front provides information on the accuracy of227

the retrieval procedure by using the two configurations228

previously described. The range of variation of the229

cost function J2 is smaller than that of J1 (see Fig.230

2(a)). Therefore, the parameters are less sensitive to231

the reflection problem than to the transmission prob-232

lem. In order to compare their accuracy, three solu-233

tions are given in Table 1. These three solution are re-234

spectively highlighted in the Figure 2(a) with blue, red235

and green circles. Among all the solutions, the point236

(J1, J2) = (1.027, 6.308) [(J1, J2) = (3.077, 5.786)] rep-237

resents the best [wrong] solution for the objective J1,238

i.e. for the transmission problem, and the worst [best]239

solution for the objective J2, i.e. for the reflection prob-240

lem. We can clearly see in Figs. 2(b,c) [Figs. 2(f,g)]241

that the differences between the reflection and transmis-242

sion coefficients obtained for the transmission [reflec-243

tion] problem are smaller than the ones obtained for the244

reflection [transmission] problem for this solution. The245

corresponding estimated parameters are summarized in246

the Table 1. The retrieval procedure provides relatively247

identical values of {ρ, Er, η} at both points. This means248

the transmission problem is enough to estimate these249

three parameters. In order to estimate ν, the multiob-250

jective optimization procedure accounting additionally251

for the reflection problem should be considered.252

In the opposite, the point (J1, J2) = (1.719, 5.924)253

represents the solution with the minimal distance to the254

origin of coordinates, showing that the differences be-255

tween the theory and the experiments for both problems256

are similar (see Fig. 2(d,e)). As a consequence, the cri-257

terium to choose the best solution is based on the mini-258

mal distance to the origin of coordinates, and this point259

is chosen as the solution of our problem. The retrieved260

viscoelastic parameters are given in Tab. 1 and their val-261

ues are in agreement with others previously reported in262

the literature [27, 28].263

In order to further support the viscoelastic parame-264

ters provided by the optimization problem, results of265

reflection problems with different values of the cavity266

Table 1: Optimal aerogel mechanical parameters of the three selected
points in Fig. 2.

ρ ν Er η
( kg.m−3 ) (k Pa) (10−6)

Point 1 80 0.09 197.51 4.19
Point 2 80 0.12 197.92 4.47
Point 3 80 0.17 197.99 4.50

thickness Lgap = [0.5, 1, 6.5] cm are compared to mea-267

surements. Results of the absolute value and the phase268

of the reflection coefficients are respectively shown in269

Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). Continuous and dotted lines repre-270

sent respectively the theoretical values and experimen-271

tal results respectively. The theoretical predictions and272

experimental data are in good agreement, giving sup-273

port to the viscoelastic parameters estimated by the pro-274

posed optimization procedure and also validating both275

the measurement and the model approach.276

3. Critical coupling condition and perfect absorp-277

tion278

The absorption properties of a system composed of279

the silica aerogel plate is studied making use of the pre-280

viously estimated viscoelastic properties. The aerogel281

plate behaves as a viscoelastic clamped plate with in-282

trinsic losses. The combination of an elastic plate with283

a back closed cavity, as shown in Fig. 1(a), can be284

analyzed as an open lossy resonator. In this case, the285

resonator presents two types of losses, the energy leak-286

age of the open resonator and the intrinsic losses of287

the system. Recently, the design of perfect absorbers288

for acoustic wave has received an increasing interest289

[10, 9, 29, 20, 30]. The perfect absorption (PA) con-290

dition (i.e. α = 1, where α is the acoustic absorption co-291

efficient) is related to the exact counterbalance between292

the energy leakage of the system and the dissipated en-293

ergy by the inherent losses [20], which is known as the294

critical coupling condition. In this Section we show the295

efficiency of systems based on silica aerogel plates to296

perfectly absorb the acoustic energy.297

In order to provide insights to the perfect absorption298

process, the reflection coefficient of an aerogel plate299

backed by a closed cavity is analyzed in the complex300

frequency plane for different cavity lengths. The cavity301

length Lgap varies between 0.5 cm and 6.5 cm. In the302

present problem, the eigenvalue of the scattering ma-303

trix reduces to the reflection coefficient. The measured304
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. Aerogel mechanical parameters [ρ = 80 kg/m3,
ν = 0.12, Er = 197.92 kPa, η = 4.47 10−6]. (a)

absolute value of the reflection coefficients. (b) phase
of the reflection coefficient.

reflection coefficient corresponds to the one calculated305

along the real frequency axis. Therefore, the perfect306

absorption condition occurs in the complex frequency307

plane when the zero of the reflection coefficient crosses308

the real frequency axis [9, 20].309

Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the reflection coeffi-310

cient in the complex frequency plane for the configu-311

ration with Lgap = [0.5, 1 , 6.5] cm respectively. For312

these three configurations, the zero of the reflection co-313

efficient shifts at low frequencies when cavity length314

increases and, more importantly, it stands on the real315

frequency axis. Moreover, the zero of the reflection co-316

efficient of each of these configurations is located ex-317

actly on the real frequency axis (red crosses in Fig. 4(a),318

meaning that all these configurations present perfect ab-319

sorption. It is remarkable that the frequency at which320

perfect absorption is obtained is tunable in a broad range321

of frequencies by tuning Lgap.322

Perfect absorption was experimentally verified. Red323

and blue dashed lines in Fig. 4(d) show the theoretical324

reconstructed predictions and the experimental results325

respectively. We can see that the frequency at which326

perfect absorption is obtained corresponds to the situ-327

ation in which the zero of the reflection coefficients is328
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Figure 4: (a)-(c) Representation of the log10(|R|2) (color
scale), in the complex frequency plane for the configura-
tions with Lgap = {0.5, 1 , 6.5} cm respectively. In (a) red
crosses represent the complex frequency of the zero of |R| in
the complex frequency plane for the configurations Lgap =

{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5} cm.
(d) Comparison of the absorption coefficients, α, for
Lgap = {0.5, 1 , 6.5} cm (in solid line theoretical reconstructed
coefficients and in dashed line experimental results).

located on the real frequency axis. The agreement be-329

tween the theory and the experiments is very good and330

makes aerogel plate backed by a closed cavity as an in-331

novative artificial structures for acoustic absorption pur-332

pose.333

4. Summary334

A novel signal processing method for retrieving the335

viscoelastic properties of a silica aerogel clamped plate336

is presented. This method is based on a genetic al-337

gorithm optimization with two objective functions re-338

sulting from two acoustic configurations, a reflection339

problem and a transmission problem in an acoustic340

impedance tube. The two objective functions are com-341

6



posed of the L2 norms of the differences between the342

experimental and modeled acoustic problems around343

the plate resonance frequency. The estimated aerogel344

viscoelastic properties are ρ = 80 kg/m3, ν = 0.12,345

Er = 197.92 kPa, η = 4.47 10−6. These values are close346

to those previously reported in the literature. The main347

advantages of the present method is that the aerogel sil-348

ica sample is undamaged and due to the genetic algo-349

rithm process the estimated viscoelastic properties sat-350

isfy identically the transmission and reflection problems351

in the audible frequency range. Once the viscoelastic352

properties of the silica aerogel plate are characterized,353

the perfect absorption condition (i.e. α = 1, with α is the354

acoustic absorption) is derived for a system consisting355

in an aerogel plate backed by a rigid cavity. It is shown356

that such a system possess the ability to perfectly absorb357

sound over a wide range of cavity length, and therefore358

over a wide range of possible frequency. The absorptive359

properties of aerogel are encouraging and can be applied360

to design more complex artificial structures (metasur-361

faces) for the broadband absorption of sound.362
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